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5Abstract

6In this chapter, we demonstrate the usage of a coarse-grained elastic network model to analyze protein
7conformational transitions in the NS3 helicase (NS3hel) of Hepatitis C virus (HCV). This analysis allows us
8to identify and visualize collective domain motions involved in the conformational transitions and predict
9the order of structural events during the transitions. It is highly efficient and applicable to many multi-
10domain protein structures which undergo large conformational changes to fulfill their functions.
11This method is made available through a Web server (http://enm.lobos.nih.gov).
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141 Introduction

15Protein conformational dynamics, which is involved in many
16protein functions, spans a wide range of temporal scales (from
17femto-seconds to seconds) and spatial scales (from atomic fluctua-
18tions to domain motions). The functions of a large number of
19protein complexes are thought to invoke conformational transi-
20tions between a series of biochemical states, some of which were
21captured by X-ray crystal structures and electron microscopy.
22However, it remains very challenging to experimentally probe or
23computationally model the transient intermediates of these transi-
24tions, which determine the kinetic mechanism of these protein
25complexes. To obtain details of protein dynamics, all-atom molec-
26ular dynamics (MD) [1] has been widely employed to simulate
27protein conformational fluctuations and transitions. Nevertheless,
28such simulations are limited to nanoseconds to microseconds,
29which fall short of the typical time scale of protein kinetics (milli-
30seconds to seconds). To overcome the time-scale barrier for MD
31simulations, a variety of coarse-grained models [2] have been devel-
32oped. Of particular interest is the elastic network model (ENM)
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33[3–5], which represents a protein structure as a network of Cα
34atoms with neighboring ones connected by springs with a uniform
35force constant [6]. The normal mode analysis (NMA) of ENM
36often yields a handful of low-frequency modes that capture the
37large-scale conformational changes observed between two protein
38crystal structures [7, 8]. ENM has formed the basis of several
39computational methods for modeling conformational transitions
40between two given protein conformations [9–13].
41In this chapter, we will demonstrate ENM-based NMA and a
42transition pathway modeling method named interpolated-ENM
43(iENM) [13]. The iENM constructs a pathway by solving the
44saddle points of a double-well potential built from two ENM
45potentials based at the beginning and end conformation of a tran-
46sition [13]. The predicted pathway allows us to deduce the dynamic
47order of structural events involving various protein parts [13–17].
48We will use NS3hel of HCV as an example [18, 19] (see Note 1).

492 Methods

2.1 Normal Mode

Analysis of Elastic

Network Model

50Given the Cα atomic coordinates of a protein crystal structure from
51Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org), we build an elastic net-
52work model by connecting all pairs of Cα atoms that are within a
53cutoff distance Rc (chosen to be 10 Å by default) by using har-
54monic spring. The total ENM energy is

EENM ¼ 1

2

X
d0
ij
<Rc

Cðdij � d0
ij Þ

2
; (1)

55where C is the spring force constant which is set to 1 by default,
56although it can be determined by fitting the crystallographic B
57factors if needed [20], dij is the distance between the Cα atoms
58i and j, and d0

ij is the value of dij as given by the crystal structure.
59We expand the ENM energy to second order:

EENM � 1

2
δXTHδX ¼ 1

2
C
X

d0
ij
<Rc

δXTHijδX ; (2)

60where δX ¼ X �X0, X is a 3N-dimensional vector representing
61the Cα atomic coordinates,X0 gives the equilibrium Cα coordinates

62

in the crystal structure, H ¼ C
P

d 0
ij
<Rc

Hij is the 3N � 3N

63Hessian matrix (second derivatives of EENM), where Hij ¼
64

1
2r2 ðdij � d0

ij Þ
2

h i
.

65For the Hessian matrix H, we can perform the normal mode
66analysis (NMA) to obtain 3N normal modes. Each mode m has an
67eigenvalue λm and a 3N-dimensional eigenvector Vm which satisfy
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68HVm ¼ λmVm. The normal modes can be solved using the
69dsyevr subroutine of a linear algebra package named LAPACK
70(http://www.netlib.org/lapack/). The lowest six zero modes,
71corresponding to three translations and three rotations, are
72removed from the spectrum (mode numbering starts from #1 for
73the lowest non-zero mode).
74To validate NMA, we need to use two different crystal struc-
75tures of a protein. We first perform NMA using the first structure
76(see above). Then, we superimpose the second structure on top of
77the first structure using the PROFIT program (see http://www.
78bioinf.org.uk/software/profit/). Finally, we compare each mode
79(mode m) with the observed structural changes between the two
80superimposed structures (represented by a 3N-dimensional vector
81δXobs) by calculating the following overlap:

Im ¼
δXT

obsVm

�� ��
δXobsj j � Vmj j ; (3)

82where δXT
obsVm is the dot product between vectors δXobs and Vm,

83δXobsj j and Vmj j represent their magnitude. Im ranges from 0 to 1,
84and higher Im indicates greater involvement of mode m in the
85observed structural changes δXobs. In addition, the following
86cumulative overlap is calculated to assess how well the lowest ten
87modes describe δXobs:

C10 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
1�m�10

I 2m

s
: (4)

88
Because

P
1�m�3N�6

I 2m ¼ 1, C2
10 gives the percentage of the

89observed structural changes captured by the lowest ten modes.
90For an example of the normal mode analysis, see Note 2.
91

2.2 Coarse-Grained

Modeling of Protein-

DNA System

92To study how NS3hel translocates along a single-stranded DNA
93(ssDNA), we need to refine the modeling of protein–DNA inter-
94actions and intra-ssDNA interactions. To this end, we modify the
95ENM as follows:

961. For residue–residue interactions within NS3hel, we use the Cα-
97based ENM with Rc ¼ 10 Å (see Eq. 1).

982. For interactions within ssDNA, we use a modified ENM which
99represents each nucleic acid by a bead located at the C40 atom,
100and adds springs between first, second, and third nearest-
101neighbor (NN) beads with the same force constant kDNA:

EDNA ¼ 1

2

X
1�j j�ij�3

kDNAðdij � dij ;0Þ2; (5)

102where dij is the distance between the C40 atom i and j, d0
ij is the

103value of dij as given by an NS3hel-ssDNA structure.
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1043. To accurately represent protein–DNA interactions, we use a
105structure-based Leonard-Jones 6–12 potential to allow protein-
106DNA contacts to form/break readily during a transition:

Eprot-DNA ¼ 1

2

X
li2prot
j2DNA

kprot-DNA

d2
i;min

36
1� d 6

i;min

d 6
ij

 !2
; (6)

107where the summation is over residues which form heavy-atom
108contacts (within 4 Å) with DNA backbone in a NS3hel-ssDNA
109structure, and di,min is the minimal Cα–C4

0 distance for residue i,
110and kprot-DNA is the force constant. We only consider contacts
111between protein and DNA backbone in our modeling because
112functional and structural data suggested that these contacts are
113sufficient for ensuring that NS3hel maintains a grip on the
114ssDNA track and undergoes continuous translocation [21].
115For NMA, we replace Eq. 9.6 with its harmonic counterpart

116

E 0prot-DNA ¼ 1
2

P
li2prot
j2DNA

kprot-DNAðdij � dij ;0Þ2.

117For NS3hel, we choose kDNA ¼ 1 and kprot-DNA ¼ 1.3 based on
118the fitting of crystallographic B factors. One should check a range
119of parameter values to make sure that the modeling results are not
120sensitive to the particular choice of these parameters.
121

2.3 Interpolated

Elastic Network

Model (iENM)

122We consider an arbitrary double-well potential function F ðE1;E2Þ
123with two minima at the beginning and end conformation of
124a transition. It satisfies: F ðE1;E2Þ � E1 if E1 � E2, and F ðE1;E2Þ �
125E2 if E2 � E1, where E1 and E2 are two single-well potentials. The
126saddle points (SP) of F ðE1;E2Þ are solved as follows

0 ¼ rF ðE1;E2Þ ¼ @F

@E1
rE1 þ @F

@E2
rE2; (7)

127which is equivalent to solving the following equation (after setting

128
λ ¼ @F

@E1

@F
@E1
þ @F

@E2

� �.
)

0 ¼ λrE1 þ ð1� λÞrE2; (8)

129where λ is a parameter of interpolation that varies from 1 to
1300 (assuming @F

@E1
� 0 and @F

@E2
� 0). Therefore, the problem of solv-

131ing SP for the double-well potential function F ðE1;E2Þ is converted
132to the problem of finding the minima of a linearly interpolated
133potential function λE1 þ ð1� λÞE2. Equation 9.8 gives a set of
134minimal-energy crossing points between E1 and E2 where
135E1 ¼ E2 is at minimum.
136Based on the above general formulation, we have proposed an
137iENM protocol [13] using a double-well potential F ðEENM1þ
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138Ecol;EENM2 þ EcolÞ, where EENM1 and EENM2 are two ENM
139potential functions (see Eq. 1) based at the beginning and end
140conformation of a transition, and Ecol is a steric collision energy
141defined as follows:

Ecol ¼ 1

2

XN
i¼3

Xi�2
j¼1

CcolθðRcol � dij Þðdij �RcolÞ2; (9)

142where Rcol ¼ 4 Å, Ccol ¼ 10, and chemically bonded residue pairs
143(j ¼ i 	 1) are excluded. The addition of Ecol penalizes steric
144collisions between residues whose Cα atoms are within a distance
145of Rcol.
146After adding the collision energy, the SPs are solved by setting
147rF ðEENM1 þ Ecol;EENM2 þ EcolÞ ¼ 0 which is equivalent to solving
148the following SP equation (the SP is represented by XSP):

λrEENM1ðXSPÞ þ ð1� λÞrEENM2ðXSPÞ þ rEcolðXSPÞ ¼ 0: (10)

149As λ varies from 1 to 0, XSP traces a pathway that connects the
150beginning and end conformation of a transition. Because this path-
151way passes all possible SPs, it gives a universalminimal-energy path
152regardless of the detailed form of F ðE1;E2Þ. iENM outputs the
153above pathway as the predicted pathway for the given transition.
154We solve Eq. 10 by using the following iterative procedure
155to find the minima of the linearly interpolated potential function
156λEENM1 þ ð1� λÞEENM2 þ Ecol with the Newton–Raphsonmethod:

1571. Initialization: set n ¼ 0, XSP;0 ¼ X1, which is the Cα coordi-
158nates of the beginning conformation.

1592. Given XSP;n, calculate λ ¼ λn ¼ � rEENM1�rEENM2½ 
� rEENM2þrEcol½ 

rEENM1�rEENM2j j2

160to minimize λrEENM1 þ ð1� λÞrEENM2 þrEcolj j.
1613. Calculate Rn ¼ λnrEENM1 þ ð1� λnÞrEENM2 þrEcol.

1624. If Rnj j < 0.00001, go to step 7.

1635. Displace XSP;n by

δXSP ¼ � λnH1 þ ð1� λnÞH2 þHcol þ εI½ 
�1Rn; (11)

164where H1, H2 and Hcol are the Hessian matrices calculated for
165EENM1, EENM2 and Ecol, I is identity matrix, ε is a small positive
166number to render the sum of matrices invertible.

1676. Go to step 3.

1687. Calculate XSP;nþ1 ¼ XSP;n þ δXSP and

δXSP��δλ λnH1þð1�λnÞH2þHcolþ εI½ 
�1 rEENM1�rEENM2½ 
;
(12)

169where H1, H2 and Hcol are the Hessian matrices calculated for
170EENM1, EENM2 and Ecol, I is identity matrix, ε is a small positive
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171number to render the sum of matrices invertible, and δλ is
172chosen so that the magnitude of δXSP is small (i.e.,

173jδXSPj=
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

<0.1 Å).

1748. Stop if XSP;nþ1 has reached X2 which is the Cα coordinates
175of the end conformation, otherwise set n  n + 1, then go
176to step 2.

177The linear equations in Eqs. 11 and 12 are solved using a highly
178efficient sparse linear equation solver CHOLMOD (http://www.
179cise.ufl.edu/research/sparse/cholmod/) [22]. In Eq. 12 we com-
180pute an incremental structural displacement δXSP based on the
181force-induced linear responses—δXSP is calculated as a weighted
182sum of all normal modes of the Hessian matrix
183λnH1 þ ð1� λnÞH2 þHcol. Because the weight of each mode is
184inversely proportional to its eigenvalue, the collective motions
185described by the lowest modes are favorably sampled along the
186transition pathway.
187For an example of iENM application, see Note 3.
188

2.4 Assessment of

Motional Order Using

Reaction Coordinates

189The predicted transition pathway allows us to determine the
190motional order of different parts/domains of a protein. For this
191purpose, the following reaction coordinate (RC) is defined for an
192intermediate conformation of a given part S [13]:

RCS ¼ ðδXS � δXS;obsÞ δXS;obs

�� ��� 2
; (13)

193where δXS is the displacement vector of part S from the beginning
194conformation of a transition to a given intermediate conformation,
195and δXS;obs is the observed displacement of part S from the begin-
196ning conformation to the end conformation of a transition. RCS

197measures the motional progress of part S in the direction of a
198transition. RCS ¼ 0 at the beginning of a transition, and RCS ¼ 1
199at the end of a transition. For two different parts (named S1 and S2)
200in an intermediate conformation, ifRCS1 > RCS2 , then S1’s motion
201precedes S2’s motion.
202For an example of RC calculations, see Note 3.
203

2043 Conclusion

205We have demonstrated the use of a coarse-grained ENM for analyz-
206ing conformational transitions in protein or protein-DNA complex.
207The predicted order of structural events has been validated using
208structural data. This method is highly efficient—it takes only 3 min
209to run the entire ATP cycle of NS3hel using a dual-core worksta-
210tion. This method will be useful for future simulations of a variety
211of molecular motors including many monomeric and ring-shaped
212helicases. Both ENM-based NMA and iENM are available via a
213Web server at http://enm.lobos.nih.gov.
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2144 Notes

2151. Introduction to NS3hel
216We will illustrate the usage of ENM-based NMA and iENM
217using NS3hel as an example. To unwind double-stranded
218DNA/RNA, NS3hel assembles on a 30 end of ssDNA/RNA
219tail, and actively translocates along ssDNA/RNA in the 30–50

220direction [23]. Several crystal structures of NS3hel bound with
221ssDNA and various ATP analogs have been solved [24–29],
222which correspond to three biochemical states of its work cycle
223(apo, ATP, and ADP-Pi, where Pi represents inorganic phos-
224phate). The structure of NS3hel consists of three domains
225(see Fig. 1). The ATP binds at the cleft between domains 1
226and 2, while the ssDNA binds in a groove between domains 1,
2272 and domain 3 (see Fig. 1). From the structural data, an
228inchworm model has emerged for the translocation of
229NS3hel along ssDNA (complemented by a ratchet action)
230[24, 28–31] (see Fig. 1): first, ATP binding induces a closure

domain 3

domain 2
domain 1

ssDNA

domain 1 domain 2

3’    ssDNA      5’

apo
ATP
ADP-Pi

inchworm model

Fig. 1 The structures of NS3hel in three biochemical states (apo, ATP, and ADP-Pi, colored in blue, red, and
green, respectively). NS3hel is shown in cartoon representation, and ssDNA is shown as a chain of beads
located at C40 atoms. The three domains of NS3hel and ssDNA are labeled. The opening/closing motions of
domain 2 and the 50–30 sliding of ssDNA are marked by arrows. The three structures are aligned along domain
3 which is shown as transparent. Inset: a schematic cartoon illustrates the inchworm model (domain 1,
domain 2, ATP, and ssDNA are colored green, red, blue, and gray, respectively; the opening/closing motions of
domain 2 and the sliding of ssDNA are marked by arrows; domain 3 is not shown)
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231motion of domain 2 toward domain 1, with domain 1 releasing
232its grip on ssDNA and sliding along it, while domain 2 main-
233tains its grip on ssDNA; second, following ATP hydrolysis and
234the release of ADP and Pi, domain 2 opens again as it releases
235its grip on ssDNA and slides along it, while domain 1 maintains
236its grip on ssDNA. The net effect is the translocation of NS3hel
237along ssDNA by one base in the 30–50 direction, consuming
238one ATP per step. The details of the conformational transitions
239between apo, ATP, and ADP-Pi state remain largely unknown.

2402. Normal mode analysis of ENM
241To validate the use of ENM for NS3hel, we compare the
242domain motions predicted by NMA of ENMwith the observed
243conformational changes between NS3hel structures in differ-
244ent states (for results, see Table 1). Here we will focus on the
245conformational transition from apo to ATP state.
246We have performed NMA for an ENM constructed from an
247NS3hel-ssDNA structure in apo state (PDB id: 3kqk), and then
248calculated the overlaps between each mode and the observed
249conformational changes from 3kqk to an NS3hel-ssDNA-

250ADP · BeF3 structure in ATP state [28] (PDB id: 3kqu).
251Encouragingly, 84 % of the observed conformational changes
252are captured by the lowest ten modes (with cumulative overlap
253C10 ¼ 0:92), among which mode #3 and #4 contribute most
254(with overlap I3 ¼ 0.49 and I4 ¼ 0.57, respectively). To visua-
255lize the domain motions predicted by these two modes, we
256have deformed the 3kqk structure along the directions given by
257the eigenvectors of these two modes, and then compared the
258deformed structures with 3kqk using the VMD program
259(http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/).
260Mode #3 describes coupled rotations of domains 1 and
2612 relative to domain 3, which result in the opening of domains
2621–3 interface, the closing of domains 1–2 interface, and the
263sliding of ssDNA toward its 30 end (see Fig. 2a).

t:1 Table 1
Comparison between the lowest ten normal modes and the
crystallographically observed conformational changes in HCV NS3hel

PDB_chain id of two NS3hel structures RMSD (Å) Mode# Overlapt:2

3kqk_AD ! 3kqu_B 3.26 #3 0.49t:3

#4 0.57t:4

#1–10 0.92t:5

3kqu_BM ! 3kql_A 1.03 #1 0.61t:6

#1–10 0.72t:7

3kql_AE ! 3kqk_A 3.37 #5 0.45t:8

#6 0.50t:9

#1–10 0.82t:10
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264Mode #4 describes simultaneous rotations of domains 1 and
2652 toward domain 3, which cause the closing of domains 1–2
266interface and a shift of ssDNA toward domain 3 (see Fig. 2b).
267Although the lowest ten modes accurately capture the observed
268conformational changes in NS3hel, they do not correctly pre-
269dict the translocation of NS3hel along ssDNA which requires
270domain 1 to slide along ssDNA while domain 2 holds ssDNA.
271Instead, in both modes #3 and #4, domains 1 and 2 maintain
272their grip on ssDNA with no sliding between domain 1 and
273ssDNA (see Fig. 2). This is not surprising because domain 1 and
274ssDNA are linked by elastic springs in ENM which disfavor
275sliding between them. Therefore, to accurately describe the
276conformational dynamics underlying NS3hel translocation,
277one has to modify ENM and account for the anharmonicity
278of protein–DNA interactions (see Subheading 2).

2793. Transition pathway modeling by iENM
280Next, we use iENM to simulate the conformational transitions
281in NS3hel between three biochemical states (apo, ATP, and
282ADP-Pi), which are captured by three crystal structures of
283NS3hel [28] (PDB ids: 3kqk, 3kqu, 3kql) (see Fig. 1). We
284validate the use of iENM for NS3hel by checking if it correctly
285predicts the order of inter-domain motions observed among
286crystal structures of NS3hel in different states. To this end,

Fig. 2 Conformational changes in NS3hel as predicted by the following ENM-based normal modes: (a) mode
#3, (b) mode #4, which are solved from the apo-state NS3hel-ssDNA structure (PDB id: 3kqk). The original
NS3hel-ssDNA structure is colored cyan. For the deformed NS3hel-ssDNA structure after the conformational
changes, domain 1, 2, and 3 are colored green, red, and blue, respectively, and ssDNA is shown as a chain
of yellow beads located at C40 atoms. The two structures of NS3hel are superimposed along domain 3.
The domain rotations are shown by arrows
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287we have generated pathways for three transitions (apo ! ATP,
288ATP ! ADP-Pi, apo ! ADP-Pi) using iENM, and then com-
289pared the predicted pathways with the crystal structures
290[24–26, 28, 29] using two reaction coordinates (RC) (see
291Fig. 3): RC12 quantifies the progress of motion between
292domains 1 and 2, and RC13 quantifies the progress of motion
293between domains 1 and 3. Both RCs vary from 0 to 1, where
2940 corresponds to the apo state, and 1 corresponds to the ADP-
295Pi state. The iENM pathway for apo ! ADP-Pi transition
296predicts that the increase of RC12 precedes RC13 during the
297transition (see Fig. 3), which implies that the domains 1–2
298motion precedes the domains 1–3 motion. This order is func-
299tionally meaningful, because the domains 1–2 motion occurs
300upon ATP binding while the domains 1–3 motion occurs
301during the subsequent transition (ATP hydrolysis) (see
302Fig. 1). This prediction agrees well with the RCs of most crystal
303structures, which form two intermediate clusters located near
304the predicted pathway (see Fig. 3)—the first cluster includes
305several apo structures of full-length NS3, and the second clus-
306ter includes several crystal structures of NS3hel and full-length
307NS3 bound with ADP-BeF3 (corresponding to ATP state).

Fig. 3 Comparison between calculated transition pathways and crystal
structures of NS3hel using two reaction coordinates (RC12 and RC13).
The calculated pathways are obtained using the following methods: iENM
(solid lines), mixed-ENM server (dashed line), Morph server (dot dashed line),
MinActionPath server (dotted line). The crystal structures are shown as points
(PDB&chain ids: 1a1vA, 1cu1A, 1cu1B, 1heiA, 1heiB, 3o8bA, 3o8bB, 3o8rA,
3o8rB, 3o8dA, 3o8dB, 3o8cA, 3o8cB, 3kquA, 3kquB, 3kquC, 3kquD, 3kquE,
3kquF, 3kqlA, 3kqlB, 3kqkA, 3kqkB, 3kqnA, 3kqhA, 3kqhB, 4a92A, 4a92B). The
following three pathways are calculated by iENM: 3kqk ! 3kql (thick solid line),
3kqk ! 3kqu (thin solid line), 3kqu ! 3kql (thin solid line)
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308Two “outlier” structures (see Fig. 3) may correspond to off-
309path intermediates trapped by crystallization conditions. It is
310remarkable that the iENM pathway for apo ! ADP-Pi transi-
311tion visits the ATP-state structures as intermediates even
312though these structures are not used in the modeling. For
313comparison, we have also analyzed the pathways for apo !
314ADP-Pi transition predicted by alternative methods including
315Yale Morph server [32], mixed-ENM server [33] and MinAc-
316tionPath server [12], which do not seem to agree with the
317crystal structures (see Fig. 3).

318After validating iENM for exploring conformational transitions
319in NS3hel, we have used it to simulate the translocation of NS3hel
320along ssDNA as it undergoes the following three transitions: apo
321! ATP ! ADP-Pi ! apo, which comprise the ATP cycle.
322For the apo ! ATP transition, as predicted by the iENM
323pathway, domain 2 closes toward domain 1 while it holds the
324ssDNA (see Fig. 4a). Consequently, the ssDNA moves toward its

32530 end by ~4.8 Å as it slides between domains 1 and 3 (see Fig. 4a).
326Therefore, our iENM pathway has reproduced key motions upon
327ATP binding as postulated by the inchworm model—a closure
328motion of domain 2 toward domain 1, with domain 1 releasing
329its grip on ssDNA and sliding along it, while domain 2 maintains its
330grip on ssDNA (see Fig. 1).
331For the ATP ! ADP-Pi transition, as predicted by the iENM
332pathway, domains 1 and 2 undergo a coupled rotation, resulting in
333the movement of ssDNA toward its 50 end by ~0.8 Å relative to
334domain 3 (see Fig. 4b). Both domains 1 and 2maintain their grip on
335ssDNA during this transition, so there is no sliding of ssDNA
336relative to domains 1 and 2 (see Fig. 4b).
337For the ADP-Pi ! apo transition, as predicted by the iENM
338pathway, domain 2 opens early to release its grip on ssDNA, which
339is followed by a small sliding (~1.7 Å) of ssDNA toward its 30 end
340and a slight opening of domain 1 (see Fig. 4c). Our finding has
341largely reproduced key motions during ADP-Pi release as postu-
342lated by the inchworm model—opening of domain 2 after it
343releases its grip on ssDNA and slides along it, while domain 1 main-
344tains its grip on ssDNA (see Fig. 1).
345In sum, our iENM calculations for the above three transitions
346predict a net translocation of NS3hel along ssDNA in the 30–50

347direction by ~5.7 Å, which corresponds approximately to 1-base
348step size.
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